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[5 7] ABSTRACT 

This invention relates to a bag ?lling machine which 
strips bags one at a time from a magazine feeder, 
opens the bag valve and places the bag on the ?lling 
tube of a valve bag packaging unit. Proper placement 
of the bag on the ?lling tube automatically starts the 

I ?lling-phase, and after the bag is ?lled it is discharged 
from the packaging unit. The valve bag applicator 
then places another bag on the ?lling tube and the 
cycle is repeated. ' ' 

15 Claims, 16 Drawing Figures 
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VALVE BAG APPLICATOR MACHINE 
This invention relates to packaging machinery and 

more particularly to machinery for packaging valve 
type bags. While many different types of packaging 
machinery have been used with reasonable success 
heretofore, our contribution to the art is a new valve 
bag packaging machine which is an improvement over 
such prior art devices, as will become apparent as the 
description proceeds. 
A feature of this invention resides in the provision of 

means for forming the valve end of the bag into a 
strong, square T-section which can then be easily 
worked with to open the bag valve. By simply reversing 
the top turner device the bag can be picked from either 
the ?ap side or the back side, as desired. Accordingly, 
the location of the bag valve is not a limiting factor. 
As another feature of this invention, the bags are 

removed from the bag magazine by a peeling action 
which ?rst separates the ?ap end of the bag, then the 
entire valve end and ?nally the bottom end of the bag 
in a manner that eliminates vacuum between the bags. 
In combination with this peeling action, the act of 
pulling the bag from shallow holders on each of the 
four sides of the bag positively separates the pulled bag 
from the magazine of bags, thereby leaving the next bag 
held by all four corners. As still another feature of our 
invention, new and improved control circuitry is pro 
vided, which is an improvement over prior art devices. 
In addition, the feeding magazine can be re?lled with 
bags while the machine is in operation. 

In view of the foregoing, this invention contemplates 
the provision of a new and improved bag ?lling 
machine characterized by a bag magazine feeder, a 
packaging unit, and means for mounting a stack of 
empty bags in the bag magazine feeder. A pick-off as 
sembly is provided which includes pick-off vacuum 
cups mounted adjacent the stack of bags for contacting 
and separating the flap end of a ?rst bag, then the en 
tire valve end of the ?rst bag and ?nally the complete 
?rst bagv from the stack of bags. A bag top turner valve 
opener assembly folds the valve end of the bag to form 
a square T-section, and valve opener vacuum cups en 
gage and open the bag valve. A gripper ?ngers as 
sembly engages the sides of the bag'and rotates the bag 
to a position in line with a ?lling tube mounted on the 
packaging unit. Means are provided for moving the 
gripper ?ngers assembly from a position adjacent the 
magazine feeder to a position adjacent the bag packag 
ing unit for applying the bag to the ?lling tube, and 
means are provided for discharging the bag when ?lled 
from the machine. 
There has thus been outlined rather broadly the 

more important features of the invention in order that 
the detailed description thereof that follows may be 
better understood, and in order that the present con 
tribution to the art may be better appreciated. There 
are, of course, additional features of the invention that 
will be described more fully hereinafter. Those skilled 
in the art will appreciate that the conception on which 
this disclosure is based may readily be utilized as the 
basis for the designing of other structures for carrying 
out the several purposes of the invention. It is impor 
tant, therefore, that this disclosure be regarded as in 
cluding such equivalent constructions as do not depart 
from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
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2 
One embodiment of the invention has been chosen 

for purposes of illustration and description, and is 
shown in the accompanying drawings, forming a part of 
the speci?cation, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a bag ?lling machine 
constructed in accordance with the concept of this in 
vention; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged side elevation of a feeder 
magazine showing the lift and feed mechanism; 

FIGS. 3 and 4 are enlarged side elevations of the 
feeder magazine; 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged plan view of the pick-o?‘ as 
sembly showing the pick-off vacuum cups positioned in 
spaced relationship with respect to the bags in the 
magazine; . 

FIG. 6 is an enlarged plan view similar to FIG. 5 but 
showing the pick-o? vacuum cups in engagement with 
the ?rst bag in the magazine preparatory to removal of 
said bag; ' 

FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 are enlarged plan views of the pick 
off assembly showing the sequence of operation of the 
peeling of a bag from the magazine during a normal 
cycle of operation; 

FIGS. l0, l1 and 12 are enlarged side elevations of 
the mechanism for opening the bag valve showing the 
sequence of operation during a normal bag ?lling cycle; 

FIGS. 13 and 14 are enlarged fragmentary perspec 
tive views showing the folding over of the valve end of a 
bag to form a square T-section for purposes of facilitat‘ 
ing the opening of the bag valve; 

FIG. 15 is an enlarged perspective view showing a 
bag being placed on the ?lling tube of the packaging 
unit; and ‘ 

FIG. 16 is a perspective 'view of the bag ?lling 
machine of FIG. 1, but showing a ‘?lled bag being 
discharged from the packaging unit. 

In the illustrated embodiment, a bag ?lling machine 
constructed according to the invention comprises a bag 
magazine feeder, indicated generally at 10, FIG. 1, and 
a packaging unit, indicated generally at 12. This 
magazine feeder holds a supply 14 of bags, standing on 
edge with their valves 16 directed downwardly and 
toward the packaging unit 12. The magazine feeder has 
a ?oor which comprises a plurality of spaced rails 18 
?xedly mounted on a frame 20, and a plurality of al 
ternately spaced rails 22 which are vertically and 
horizontally moveable in a walking beam~like manner 
for raising the bags upwardly from the ?xed rails and 
then moving them a preselected distance toward their 
pick-off position. This lift and feed motion is effected 
by means of a lift ?uid piston and cylinder assembly 23, 
FIG. 2, which is connected to the rails 22 as by means 
of a linkage arrangement indicated generally at 24, and 
by means of a feed ?uid piston and cylinder assembly 
25 connected to the rails 22 as by means of a linkage 
arrangement, indicated generally at 26. As a bag is 
removed from the stack of bags 14 by a pick-off as 
sembly indicated generally at 28, it is replaced by the 
action of the feeder rails. Normally, the lift and feed 
mechanism operates once each cycle. However, when 
pressure on a pressure sensing device, which includes a 
limit valve rod 30, FIG. 2, connected to a limit valve 
32, at the front end of the feeder exceeds a set limit, ac 
tion of the lift mechanism is interrupted. 
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The supply of bags is replenished from the rear of the 
machine so that there is no necessity for shutting down 
the machine during operation. 
A bag 34 is stripped or removed from the magazine 

by means of the pick-off assembly 28, As best seen in 
FIGS. 2 and 5, pick~off vacuum cups 36 and 37 carried 
by the pick-off assembly 28 are shown in spaced rela 
tionship with respect to the ?rst bag 34 in the 
magazine. A pick-off piston and ‘cylinder assembly 35, 
FIG. 5, serves to move the pick-off assembly 28 from its 
remote position as seen in FIG. 5 to its engaged posi 
tion as seen in FIG. 6, wherein the vacuum cups 36 and 
37 engage the, ?rst bag 34 in the magazine. Suction is 
then applied to the vacuum cups in a manner well 
known in the art. The top of the-bag is first drawn from 
the magazine, FIG. 7, ‘by means of vacuum cups 37 
which are moved outwardly by means of a ?uid piston 
and cylinder assembly 39. This lifts the top of the bag 
34 over 'ashallow holder or tab41. Thereafter, the 
pick-off piston and cylinder assembly 35 continues to 

' move thepick-offassembly 28 outwardly as viewed in 
FIG. ,8 so that the medial vacuum cups 36 lift the medi 
al portion of the bag away from the magazine. A por 
tion of the pick-off assembly 28 comprises a bell crank 
43 which pivots about point 45 and carries a rod 47 on 
one arm thereof and a stop pin 49 on the other arm 
thereof, one pair of the vacuum cups 36 being mounted 
on the end of the rod 47. Movement of the pick-off 
‘piston and cylinder assembly 35 causes the bell crank 
43 to pivot about its pivot point 45 so that the vacuum 
cups 36 mounted on the end of the rod 47 remain ad 
jacent the magazine 14 until the pick-off assembly 
reaches its position as seen in FIG. 8 wherein the stop 
pin 49. engages its stop member as at 51. Continued 
movement of the pick-o?‘ piston and cylinder assembly 
35 causes the entire pick-off assembly 28 to remove the 
rest of the bag 34 from the magazine 14, and at this 
time a spring 53 rotates the rod 47 until the bag 34 is 
straight as seen in FIGS‘. 4 and 9. It will be appreciated 
that the peeling action separates the flap end of the 
bag, then the entire valve end, and ?nally the bottom 
end in a manner that eliminates vacuum between the 
bags. In combination with the peeling action, the act of 
pulling the bag from the shallow ‘holders or tabs 41, 
FIGS. 1-9, on each of the four sides of the bag positive 
ly separates the pulled bag from the magazine of bags 
leaving the next bag held by all four corners. This in 
sures positive single bag pick-off. 
As best seen in FIGS. 10, 11 and 12, a bag top turner 

and valve opener assembly, indicated generally at 38, 
works in conjunction with both the pick-off assembly 
28 and a gripper ?ngers assembly, indicated generally 
at 40. The bag top turner includes a foldover angle bar 
42. A turner arm 44 is pivotally mounted, as at 46, and 
a turner piston and cylinder assembly 48 serves to 
move the arm through an arc to engage the valve end 
16 of the bag, thereby moving the valve end'from its 
position as seen in FIGS. 10 and 13, over the foldover 
angle bar 42 to its position as seen in FIGS. 11 and 14. 
This makes the valve end of the bag and the body por 
tion of the bag into a strong square T-section which can 
be easily worked on by the bag valve opening device, as 
will be pointed out more fully hereinafter. By reversing 
the top turner device the bag can be picked from'either 
the flap side or the back side, and hence the bag valve 
may be located in various positions. 
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4 
The top turner turns the bag so that a ?at surface 50, 

FIGS. 11 and 12, is exposed to valve opener vacuum 
cups 52 which move down and attach themselves 
thereto. The valve opener opens the bag valve while the 
gripper ?ngers assembly 40 swings the bag into line 
with the packaging unit 12. 
As seen in FIGS. 10, 11 and 16, the gripper ?ngers 

assembly 40, with open ?ngers, swings into the transfer 
position and grips the bag from both sides. This as 
sembly includes gripper fingers 54 mounted on gripper 
arms 56 which are carried by a gripper fingers carriage 
58. After the last bag has been ?lled and discharged 
from the packaging unit 12, the vacuum pick-off cups 
36 and 37 are released and the gripper ?ngers arms 56 
swing the next bag from its position as seen in FIG. 16 
into its position as seen in FIG. 1, wherein it is in line 
with a ?lling tube 60 in the packaging unit 12. That is, 
gripper ?ngers arm piston and cylinder assembly 65, 
FIG. 16, extends, causing the gripper ?ngers assembly 
with the empty bag to move into position in line with 
the packaging unit ?lling tube. Then, in a short linear 
motion the gripper ?ngers carriage 58 moves along car 
riage slide shafts 62 by means of a carriage piston and 
cylinder assembly 64, FIG. 15, to its position as'seen in 
FIG. 15, wherein the bag is applied to the ?lling tube 60 
of the packaging unit 12. It will be appreciated that if 
there is excessive resistance to the normal movement of 
the gripper ?ngers arm and carriage assembly as it 
moves to apply the bag onto the ?lling tube, such as 
because of a bag being upside down, or the prior bag 
was not properly ejected from the machine or was 
jammed in the machine, for example, valve 57, FIG. 15, 
senses the resistance and starts a reject cycle; whereby 
the bag 34 is dropped and the machine starts va second 
cycle. As seen in FIG. 15, there is a plate 59, which is 
carried by the gripper ?ngers carriage assembly. This 
plate engages valve 61 for purposes of starting the 
?lling machine. The plate is mounted and positioned by 
spring means so that when there is no bag in the gripper 
fingers assembly, the plate is retracted and cannot en 
gage the valve 61 and, hence, the ?lling machine will 
not start. In addition, a valve 63 is engaged substan 
tially simultaneously with the valve 61 when the gripper 
?ngers carriage assembly reaches the end of its stroke. 
However, there is a time delay in the circuit of valve 63 
which gives the ?lling machine time to start if valve 61 
has function in its normal manner. If valve 61 operates 
to start the ?lling cycle then valve 63 will perform no 
further function, but if the ?lling cycle fails to start 
because there is no bag, for example, then the valve 63 
starts a reject sequence. A second cycle is started and if 
the bag is properly applied during this second cycle, 
normal operation continues, but if the second bag still 
does not go on the ?lling tube properly, the entire 
machine shuts down. The valve 57, in effect, overrides 
the valve 61, so that whenever it is engaged it always 
starts the reject sequence. After the bag has been ap 
plied to the ?lling tube of the packaging unit and the 
unit has started, the vacuum cups 52 and the gripper 
?ngers 54 release the bag. The gripper ?ngers carriage 
58 returns to its transfer position where it engages a 
shock absorber 66, FIG. 15, in preparation for another 
cycle of operation. When the bag has been completely 
?lled, the bag seat 68, FIG. 16, is tilted by means of a 
piston and cylinder assembly 70, thereby to discharge 
the bag from the machine. ‘ 
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In normal operation, after a start button 68, FIG. 1, 
has been depressed momentarily, the following 
sequence of operation occurs: the bag magazine feeder 
rails 22 move the bags toward their pick—off position. 
The pick-off ' assembly 28 contacts the bag in the 
magazine and vacuum is applied to the pick-off vacuum 
cups 36 and 37. The bag is peeled off the magazine and 
moved to its ‘transfer position. The‘ gripper ?ngers 54 
grab the bag,FlG. 11. The bag top turner assembly 38 
turns the bag top, FIGS. 10'and “(Vacuum is applied 
to the bag ,valve openercups 52, FIG. 12. The vacuum 
cups 36 and 37 of the pick-off assembly 28 are vented 
to atmosphere, thereby releasing the bag. The vbag is 
rotated to a position wherein the bag valve is, in line 
with the ?lling tube 60 of the packaging unit 12 and the 
opening cups open the bag. Then the gripper ?ngers 
carriage 58 moves along carriage slide shaft 62 until it 
reaches its position as seen in FIG. 15 wherein the bag 
is applied to the ?lling tube 60 of the packaging unit. 
Thereafter, the packaging unit starts to ?ll the bag and 
at this time the bag valve opener vacuum cups 52 and 
the gripper ?ngers 54 release the bag. The carriage 58 
returns to its transfer position. Also, at the same time, 
the bag top turner arm 44 is reset and the gripper ?n 
gers carriage assembly 58 is retracted and the shock ab 
sorber 66, FIG. 15, is depressed in preparation for 

15 

20 

25 

another cycle of operation. When the bag has been - 
completely ?lled, the bag seat is tilted and the bag 
slides off and is discharged. The cycle then repeats it 
self. 

It will be appreciated that the machine according to 
this invention is also adapted for use with a bag'of the 
extended sleeve type. When operating with this type of 
bag it has been found desirable to place a spot of glue 
under the sleeve in order to prevent the valvev opener 
vacuum cups 52 from closing the valve and preventing 
application onto the ?lling tube 60. ‘ 

It will thus be seen that the present invention does in 
deed provide an improved valve bag packaging 
machine which is superior in simplicity, economy and 
ef?ciency as compared to prior art such devices. 
Although a particular embodiment of the invention is 

herein disclosed for purposes of explanation, various 
modi?cations thereof, after study of this speci?cation, 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art to which the 
invention pertains. 
What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 

Patent is: 
l. Bag applicator apparatus comprising a bag 

magazine feeder and a packaging unit, means for 
mounting a stack of empty bags in said bag magazine 
feeder, a pick-off assembly including pick~off vacuum 
cups mounted adjacent said stack of bags for contact 
ing and separating the ?ap end of a ?rst bag, then the 
entire valve end of said ?rst bag and ?nally the 
complete ?rst bag from said stack of bags, a bag top 
turner valve opener assembly for folding the valve end 
of said bag to form a square T-section, valve opener 
vacuum cups disposed adjacent said valve end of the 
bag to engage and open the bag valve, a gripper ?ngers 
assembly for engaging the sides of said bag, and rotat 
ing said bag to a position in line with a ?lling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, means for moving said 
gripper ?ngers assembly from a position adjacent said 
magazine feeder to a position adjacent said packaging 
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6 
unit for applying said bag to said ?lling tube,.and means I 
for discharging said bag when ?lled from the machine, 
said means for mounting a stack of empty bags in said 
bag, magazine feeder comprising a frame, a ?oor having 
a plurality of spaced rails ?xedly mounted on said 
frame, va plurality of alternately spaced rails, ?uid 
piston and cylinder means for movingsaid spaced rails 
vertically and horizontally for raising said stack of 
empty bags upwardly from the ?xed rails and moving 
them forward towards said pick-off assembly. 

2. Bag applicator apparatus according to claim 1 
further comprising a limit valve, a limit valve rod con 
nected to said limit valve and being mounted at the 
front end of the rails to interrupt the movement of said 
moveable rails when pressure against said valve rod ex 
ceeds a predetennined limit. , 
, 3. Bag applicator apparatus comprising a bag 
magazine feeder and a packaging unit, means for 
mounting a stack of empty bags in said bag magazine 
feeder, a pick-off assembly including pick~off vacuum 
cups mounted adjacent said stack of bags for contact 
ing and separating the ?ap endof a ?rst bag, then the 
entire valve end of said ?rst bag and ?nally the 
complete ?rst bag from said stack of bags, a bag top 
turner valve opener assembly for folding the valve end 
of said bag to form a square T-section, valve opener 
vacuum cups disposed adjacent said valve end of the 
bag to engage and open the bag valve, a gripper ?ngers 
assembly for engaging the sides of said bag, and rotat 
ing said bag to a position in line with a filling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, means for moving said 
gripper ?ngers assembly from a position adjacent said 
magazine feeder to a position adjacent said packaging 
unit for applying said bag to said ?lling tube, and means 
for discharging said bag when ?lled from the machine, 
said pick-o?‘ assembly comprising a ?rst pair of vacuum 
cups for engaging the ?at end of said ?rst bag, ?uid 
piston and cylinder means for moving said ?rst pair of 
vacuum cups, a second pair of vacuum cups for engag 
ing a medial portion of said ?rst bag and a third pair of 
vacuum cups for engaging a bottom portion of said first 
bag. _ 

4. Bag applicator apparatus according to claim 3 
wherein said pick-off assembly further comprises a bell 
crank having two arms, a rod being mounted on one of 
said arms, said third pair of vacuum cups being 
mounted towards the end of said rod, a stop pin being 
mounted on the other of said rods, a second fluid piston 
and cylinder assembly for moving said pick-off as 
sembly away from said magazine. 

5. Bag applicator apparatus comprising a bag 
magazine feeder and a packaging unit, means for 
mounting a stack of empty bags in said bag magazine 
feeder, a pick-off assembly including pick-off vacuum 
cups mounted adjacent said stack of bags for contact 
ing and separating the ?ap end of a'?rst bag, then the 
entire valve end of said ?rst bag and ?nally the 
complete ?rst bag from said stack of bags, a bag top 
turner valve opener assembly for folding the valve end 
of said bag to form a square T-section, valve opener 
vacuum cups disposed adjacent said valve end of the 
bag to engage and open the bag valve, a gripper ?ngers 
assembly for engaging the sides of said bag, and rotat 
ing said bag to a position in line with a filling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, means for moving said 
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gripper ?ngers assembly from a position adjacent said 
magazine feeder to a position adjacent said packaging 
unit for applying said bag to said ?lling tube, and means 
for discharging said bag when ?lled from the machine, 
said bag top turner valve opener assembly comprising a 
foldover angle bar, a turner arm, a turner piston and 
cylinder assembly for pivoting said ‘turner arm through 
an arc to engage the valve end of said bag, and to fold 
said end over the angle bar to form said square T-sec 
tion. 

6. Bag applicator apparatus comprising a bag 
magazine feeder and a packaging unit, means for 
mounting a stack of empty bags in said bag magazine 
feeder, apick~off assembly including pick-o? vacuum 
cups mounted adjacent said stack of bags for contact 
ing and separating the flap end of a ?rst bag, then the 
entire valve end of said ?rst bag and ?nally the 
complete ?rst bag from said stack of bags, a bag top 
turner valve openerassembly for folding the valve end 
of said bag to form a square T-section, valve‘ opener 
vacuum cups disposed adjacent said valve. end of the 
bag to engage and open the bag valve‘, a gripper ?ngers 
assembly for engaging the sides of said bag, and rotat 
ing‘ said bag to a position in line with a ?lling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, means for moving said 
gripper ?ngers assembly from a position adjacent said 
magazine feeder to a position adjacent said packaging 
unit for applying said bag to said ?lling tube, and means 
for discharging said bag when ?lled from the machine, 

_ said gripper ?ngers assembly comprising a gripper car 
riage, gripper arms mounted on said gripper carriage, 
and gripper ?ngers mounted on said gripper arms for 
engaging the sides of said bag, said gripper ?ngers as 
sembly having a‘ gripper ?ngers arm piston and cylinder 
assembly for rotating said carriage and the bag to said 
position in line with the ?lling tube mounted on the 
packaging unit. » . 

7."Bag applicator apparatus according to claim 6 
wherein said means for moving said gripper ?ngers as 
sembly from a position adjacent said magazine feeder 
to a position adjacent said packaging unit for applying 
said bag to said ?lling tube comprises carriage slide 
shafts,'said gripper carriage being mounted on said 
slide shafts, a carriage piston and cylinder assembly for 
moving said carriage. 

8. Bag applicator apparatus according to claim 7 
further comprising a limit valve engageable by said car 
riage when said carriage is in its position adjacent said 
packaging unit for initiating a reject sequence. 

9. Applicator apparatus according to claim 8 further 
comprising valve means actuatable by said carriage 
when said carriage is in its position adjacent said 
packaging unit for initiating a ?lling operation of said 
bag, said limit valve having a time delay means for 
overriding said reject sequence when said valve means 
is activated. ’ 

10. Bag applicator apparatus according to claim 7 
further comprising valve means for sensing the re 
sistance to the movement of said gripper carriage 
towards said packaging unit and for initiating a reject 
sequence when said resistance is in excess of a 
predetermined quantity. 

11. Bag applicator apparatus comprising a bag 
magazine feeder and a packaging unit, means for 
mounting a stack of empty bags in said bag magazine 
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8 
feeder, a‘pick-off assembly including pick-off vacuum 
cups mounted adjacent said stack of bags for contact 
ing and separating the ?ap end of a ?rst bag, then the 
entire valve end of said ?rst bag and ?nally the 
complete ?rst bag from said stack of bags, a bag top 
turner valve opener assembly for folding the valve end 
of said bag to form a square T-section, valve opener 
vacuum cups disposed adjacent said valve end of the 
bag to engage and open the bag valve, a gripper ?ngers 
assembly for engaging the sides of said bag, and rotat 
ing said bag to a position in line with a ?lling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, means for moving said 
gripper ?ngers assembly from a position adjacent said 
magazine feeder to a position adjacent said packaging 
unit for applying said bag to said ?lling tube, and means 
for discharging said bag when ?lled from the machine, 
‘said means for discharging said bag when ?lled from 
the machine comprisinga bag seat for said for said bag 
when in its ?lling position, piston and cylinder assembly 
means for tilting .saidbag seat to discharge the bag 
when ?lled from the machine. 

12. Bag applicator apparatus comprising a bag. 
magazine feeder and a packaging unit, said bag 
magazine feeder including a frame, a floor having a plu 
rality of spaced rails ?xedly mounted on said frame, a 
plurality of alternately spaced rails‘, ?uid piston and 
cylinder assembly means for moving said spaced rails 
vertically and horizontally for raising a supply of bags 
upwardly from the ?xed rails and moving them for 
ward; a pick-off assembly including pick-o?~ vacuum 
cups mounted adjacent said supply of bags for contact 
ing and separating the ?ap end of a ?rst bag,‘ then the 
entire valve end of said ?rst bag and ?nally the 
complete ?rst bag from said supply of bags, a bag top 
turner valve opener assembly including a foldover 
angle bar, a turner arm, a turner piston and cylinder as 
sembly for pivoting said turner arm through an arc to 
engage the valve end of said bag, and to fold said end 
over said angle bar to form a square T-section, valve 
opener vacuum cups disposed adjacent said valve end 
of the bag to engage and openthe bag valve, a gripper 
?ngers assembly including a gripper carriage, gripper 
arms mounted on said gripper carriage, and gripper ?n 
gers mounted on said gripper arms for engaging the 
sides of said bag, said gripper ?ngers assembly having a 
gripper ?ngers arm piston and cylinder assembly for 
rotating said bag to a position in line with a ?lling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, carriage slide shafts, 
said gripper carriage being mounted on said slide 
shafts, a carriage piston and cylinder assembly for mov 
ing said carriage assembly from a position adjacent said 
magazine feeder to a position adjacent said packaging 
unit for applying said bag to said ?lling tube, and means 

4 for discharging said bag when ?lled from the machine. 

60 
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13. Bag applicator apparatus comprising a bag 
magazine feeder and a packaging unit, said bag 
magazine feeder including a frame, a ?oor having a plu 
rality of spaced rails ?xedly mounted on said frame, a 
plurality of alternately spaced rails, fluid piston and 
cylinder assembly means for moving said spaced rails 
vertically and horizontally for raising a supply of bags 
upwardly from the ?xed rails and moving them for 
ward, a limit valve, a limit valve rod connected to said 
limit valve and being mounted at the front end of the 
rails to interrupt the movement of said moveable rails 
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when pressure against said valve rod exceeds a 
predetermined limit; a pick-off assembly including 
pick-off vacuum cups mounted adjacent said rails for 
contacting and separating the flap end of a ?rst bag, 
then the entire valve end of said ?rst bag and ?nally the 
complete ?rst bag from said supply of bags, a bag top 
turner valve opener assembly including a foldover 
angle bar, a turner arm, a turner piston and cylinder as 
sembly for pivoting said turner arm through an arc to 
engage'the valve end of said bag, and to fold said end 
over said angle bar to form a square T-section, valve 
opener vacuum cups disposed adjacent said valve end 
of the bag to engage and open the bag valve, a gripper 
?ngers assembly including a gripper carriage, gripper 
arms mounted on said gripper carriage, and gripper ?n 
gers mounted on said gripper arms for engaging the 
sides of said‘ bag, said gripper ?ngers assembly having a 
gripper ?ngers arm piston and cylinder assembly for 
rotating said bag to a position in line with a ?lling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, carriage slide shafts, 
said gripper carriage being mounted on said slide 
shafts, a carriage piston and cylinder assembly for mov 
ing said carriage from a piston adjacent said magazine 
feeder to a position adjacent said packaging unit for ap 
plying said bag to said ?lling tube, a limit valve engage 
able by said carriage when said carriage is in its position 
adjacent said packaging unit for initiating a reject 
sequence, a shock absorber engageable by said carriage 
when in its position adjacent said magazine feeder, a 
bag seat for said bag when in its ?lling position, piston 
and cylinder assembly means for tilting said bag seat to 
discharge the bag when ?lled from the machine. , 

14. Method of taking a bag from a magazine feeder 
and applying it to a packaging unit comprising the steps 
of mounting a stack of empty bags in said magazine 
feeder, peeling off the flap end of a ?rst bag from said 

' magazine feeder, peeling off the entire valve end of said 
?rst bag from said magazine feeder, and peeling off the 
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10 
remaining portion of said ?rst bag from said magazine 
feeder, folding over the valve end of said bag to form a 
square T-section, applying vacuum cups to the valve 
end of said bag to open the bag valve, engaging the' 
sides of said bag with a gripper ?ngers assembly, rotat 
ing said bag to a position in line with a ?lling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, moving said bag from 
a position adjacent said magazine feeder to a position 
adjacent said packaging unit, applying said bag to said 
?lling tube, ?lling said bag, and discharging the ?lled 
bag from the packaging unit, said method including the 
additional step of sensing the resistance of movement 
of said bag from its position adjacent said magazine 
feeder to a position adjacent said packaging unit for in 
itiating a reject sequence. 

15. Method of taking a bag from a magazine feeder 
and applying it to a packaging unit comprising the steps 
of mounting a stack of empty bags in said magazine 
feeder, peeling off the ?ap end of a ?rst bag from said 
magazine feeder, peeling off the entire valve end of said 
?rst bag from said magazine feeder, and peeling off the 
remaining portion of said ?rst bag from said magazine 
feeder, folding over the valve end of said bag to form a 
square T-section, applying vacuum cups to the valve 
end of said bag to open the bag valve, engaging the 
sides of said bag with a gripper ?ngers assembly, rotat 
ing said bag to a position in _line with a ,?lling tube 
mounted on said packaging unit, movmg said bag from 
a position adjacent said magazine feeder to a position 
adjacent said packaging unit, applying said bag to said 
?lling tube, ?lling said bag, and discharging the ?lled 
bag from the packaging unit, said method including the 
additional step of sensing the movement of said bag 
from a position adjacent said magazine feeder to a posi 
tion adjacent said packaging unit for initiating a reject 
sequence when said step of ?lling the bag fails to 
materialize. 

* * * * * 


